Abstract. For the sake of providing scientific the theoretical basis for keeping the water temperature in the bathtub .we established the time-varying model of water temperature in the bathtub..By using finite difference method, the solution of the gained difference equations was given and simulated by computer. By changing parameters to make comparative analysis, we Further found the main factors that affect water temperature changes, and conducting optimal design too. Through calculation and analysis, we got the optimal bathtub size and put forward a series of Suggestions.
Introduction
In this section, we established the time-varying model of water temperature in the bathtub firstly; we explore the influence of bathtub (including superficial area, thickness, etc.) on water in bathtub. Then, we take bather into consider and explore the influence of bathing person (including action in the bathtub, human body, etc.) on water in bathtub. After that, we got what faucet flow velocity can make water temperature remain constant. Finally, we put forward the proposal to reduce the amount of water for bathing person.
Natural Cooling Model of Bathtub Water
We ignore the impact of bather into the water, and we can get some equations [1] [2] as follow. Inverse radiative heat transfer of air and water on the surface of bathtub.
(1)
Convective heat transfer between water and air (2) (3) Heat transfer of hot water and bath [2] (4) Then we can get the heat transfer of water and bath. 
Simulating Results
To meet people's need, tub baths should be of adequate size. We use standard bath size 2m × 0.8m × 0.5m. According to the actual situation; we can get the following data. Bring these data into the equation above ,we can get Fig. 1 .
As we can see from Fig. 1 , the temperature of the water decreases over time, if you don't add water to the bathtub. After a period of time, water temperature reaches to the ambient temperature T a . We consider changing the numerical values of some parameters. Then, rate of temperature decreasing becomes slower. 
Further Analysis of the Results
Variable graph of changing parameter b is shown as Fig.2 . According to Fig.2 . The changing rate of temperature becomes slower, with the increase of the bathtub's thickness . The time to reach the ambient temperature is prolonged. The conclusion is that the insulation effects depend on the thickness of bathtub. It provides a new way for us. We can increase the thickness of bathtub to achieve the purpose of keeping stable temperature. Moreover we can also reduce input of water as long as possible. 
The Model of Convection Transfer
When the hot water feed into bathtub, the convective heat transfer between human and water can be represented as [3] : (6) Method for Calculating Convection Heat Dissipation Coefficient. We can regard a person as
a plane ellipse; shoulder width is to be the long axis of ellipse while the thickness of the person is to be short axis of ellipse. So we can get:
The relation between the temperature of the water in the bathtub and time changes to be as following.
(8)
Data Procession
The body's movement of the bather will affect the metabolism rate and the consumption coefficient. As we all know, the more intense bather's movement is, the greater metabolism rate and the consumption coefficient are. Obviously, we can set some W and η to get the temperature's change over time.
Effect of the bather's movement on the temperature of the water is shown as Fig. 3 . What we can see from the figure is that the rate of Temperature decrease get dropped, what's more, the time for the temperature's dropping become longer. So, we can conclude that People can increase the heat transfer to water with appropriate activities. The effect of heat dissipation factor B on the temperature of the water is shown as Fig.4 . The convective heat transfer between man and water is positively correlated with the heat dissipation factor B. Decreasing the B can reduce the heat transfer between the human and the hot water. Reducing heat transfer and can lower the temperature drop rate. From the analysis, let people as much as possible to lie down, to achieve the purpose of saving water. Fig. 4 The effect of heat dissipation factor B on the temperature of the water
Temperature Model of Bathtub Water when Water Flows into Bathtub
We just turned the tap when water temperature drop. At the same time, the bath water is running over. So the relation between the temperature of the water in the bathtub and time changes to be [5] . (9) Because the purpose of adding water is to keep the temperature constant. So you can use other variables to represent the flow rate.
(10)
The Shape of the Bathtub
In order to make the surface area of the bathtub as small as possible, the following models can be established [6] .
Assuming the volume V=2 of the bathtub. Volume formula of rectangular bathtub:
The formula for the surface area of the Cylinder bathtub:
(12) Volume formula of Cylinder bathtub:
(13) We take the actual size of the bathtub and the size of the human body into account, so we make some limits as follow. 
Cylinder bathtub is (15)
Conclusion
By calculating, we can get that the smallest surface area is 7.66m 2 when Volume of rectangular bathtub is 2m 3 . We can also get x=1.414m, y=2m, h=0.707m.
Using the same methods, we can get that the smallest surface area is 7.14m 2 when volume of cylinder bathtub is 2m 3 .we can also get r=1m, h=0.637m.
Therefore, in order to maintain the temperature of water in the bathtub, we propose to use a cylinder bathtub with a smaller surface area.
We also conclude some ways to reduce the total water. 
